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Preface 

"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens 
can change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has." 
(Margaret Mead) 

Through Families for Kids Who Wait, the W.K. Kellogg Foundation and its 
many community partners share a tale of two births. Both of these births were 
long and difficult, both full of expectation, excitement, and anxiety. And both 
constantly inspire us - as we hope they will inspire you - with the knowledge that 
thoughtful, committed citizens, stirred by a compelling vision, can develop bold, 
workable strategies to improve the lives of America's most vulnerable and 
forgotten children. 

The first of these births began in 1990 as Foundation staff was developing its 
programming plan for the new decade. In part, this plan aimed to carry on the 
Foundation's historical interest in helping children, particularly those with special 
needs. In doing so, we came to understand that early childhood programming 
both at the Foundation and across the country had always assumed that children 
were raised in their biological families and communities of origin. Usually 
overlooked in this assumption were the 500,000 children in publicly funded foster 
care - and particularly those 100,000 who would not be returning to their 
biological families. These youth linger far too long in foster care, largely because 
the system cannot swiftly and efficiently provide them with a permanent family. 

Could the Foundation, we wondered, help create a new vision for these waiting 
children? Could we help initiate a change process - not to impose top-down 
solutions, but rather to help communities and agencies jointly define and 
implement their own solutions to this tragic problem? Through the Families for 
Kids initiative, the Foundation sought to address these challenges. 

This book's first section details the evolutionary discovery of the simple but 
enormously powerful Families for Kids vision: every waiting child deserves and 
can have a permanent home. It also illustrates how the Foundation, through a 
series of consultations with a diverse group of national adoption experts, 
developed its role as a champion of this new vision. 

The second birth in 1993-94 comprises the main, and still unfolding, story of this 
publication. That is, how our Families for Kids grantee communities, including 
thousands of citizens from Massachusetts to Washington State, honestly 
assessed the strengths and weaknesses of their child welfare systems and 
devised a set of bold reform strategies. These strategies now guide a 
multidirectional attack on the flawed systems that keep waiting children from 
receiving their birthright: loving families through whom they can come to know 
themselves and find a satisfying place in the world. 



Section two explains how these communities actually engaged thousands of 
parents, children and youth, local leaders, and system professionals in this 
process. 

Section three summarizes the 130 bold reform strategies themselves; and the 
final section reflects on the potential of these efforts to guide national reform. 

What links both these births is a set of clear, deeply held values. These are the 
values that shape the work of the Foundation. These are the values against 
which the Families for Kids communities are measuring all major decisions. 

Looking at Reform From the Child's Perspective. Our child welfare system 
was established with the best of intentions, yet it was designed from an adult's 
perspective. Families for Kids communities are using a new lens through which 
to view the current system and create change: the perspective of children. This 
may not seem like a profound concept. But in too many courtrooms and social 
service waiting rooms, the needs of kids get overlooked while we "grown-ups" 
dither over bureaucratic details. 

Applying the Best of What We Already Know to the Problems of Waiting 
Children. In essence, we know better than we do. For example, small specialty 
adoption agencies have already designed effective systems for helping waiting 
children find families. But these have not yet become standard practice in 
mainstream agencies. Families for Kids grantees are working hard to identify 
model practices and make them available to all waiting children. 

Solving Community Problems Through Community Engagement. The 
history of reform teaches us that solutions imposed from the top fail or have very 
limited success. Families for Kids communities operate on the assumption that 
they are in the best position to define problems, assess local political and 
economic realities, and implement programs. 

Diversity. In order to solve problems effectively, every community member with 
a stake in change must be represented. Every state and county Families for Kids 
effort, for example, includes people from major community and ethnic groups, 
together with professionals from across the child welfare system. 

Collaboration. To move all waiting children into permanent homes more quickly, 
diverse people must work together on a continuing basis. Communities are 
finding ways to bring public and private agencies together in sustainable 
collaborative relationships. Child welfare system representatives are finding 
better ways to involve consumers in system processes. 

Comprehensiveness. While recent reform efforts have mainly focused on 
isolated problems, Families for Kids grantees are studying all parts of the child 
welfare system. Their reform strategies are also initiating action in many sectors 
of the system. 



Families for Kids project implementation began in January 1995. Since the 
problems it seeks to address are entrenched and complex, what follows must be 
seen as a preview. These findings are an indication of promising directions, 
rather than a fixed template for reform. 

We hope, nevertheless, that these pages will prove valuable to the many 
collaborators in this reform effort: communities undertaking adoption systems 
reform; decision makers considering major changes in child welfare funding; 
advocates and change agents; journalists, teachers, and researchers. 

Our support for these reforms reflects the very core of what we believe and do at 
the W.K. Kellogg Foundation. 

When it comes to improving our world, what could be more important than 
helping our society find a permanent, loving family for every waiting child? We 
hope that all readers will discover their own ways to help make this Families for 
Kids vision a reality. 

--Valora Washington, W.K. Kellogg Foundation-- 
 

Introduction 

Families for Kids Who Wait: A Crisis for Waiting Children 

For as long as there have been children, there have been children who needed 
to live apart from their birth families. Historically, wars, plagues, depressions, 
rising immigration, and changing social mores have all contributed to cyclical 
increases in the numbers of children without adequate care in their biological 
families. 1  

Today, statistics point to a new crisis for many children in the care of our child 
welfare system, particularly those with special needs: children of color; teens; 
children who are part of a sibling group; children with physical, mental, or 
emotional problems; and children who were exposed in the womb to drugs or 
who have been or will be orphaned by AIDS. 

Between 1982 and 1992, the number of children living apart from their families 
nearly doubled, rising from 262,000 to 442,000. The rate of growth from 1986 to 
1993 was particularly striking, as the chart titled "Growth of Children in Foster 
Care (1986-1993)," p. 5, demonstrates. The North American Council on 
Adoptable Children (NACAC) estimates, based on more recent data, that the 
number of children in public foster care may have reached 500,000 in 1994. 2  

The situation for children of color is particularly disturbing. They make up as 
much as 57 percent of the children in substitute care in the 31 states from which 
data are available - nearly twice their representation in the national population. 3 
In large urban areas like New York and Chicago, children of color constitute 80-
90 percent of the child welfare population. 4 



While approximately two-thirds of all children who enter the system typically 
return to their families within one year, many of the remaining third linger far too 
long in foster care (see the chart titled "Status of Children Leaving the Child 
Welfare System (1990)" on page 5). The rate at which children leave the system 
has in fact slowed as the number of children entering the system has increased. 
In 1990, some 270,300 children had been in substitute care for more than one 
year. 

Up to 100,000 of these children will not be returning to their families of origin and 
are legally free for adoption. However, only a small percentage of them will ever 
be placed in adoptive homes. And those few waiting children fortunate enough to 
be adopted will first spend an average of 3.5-5.5 years in a limbo of temporary 
placements. 5 Less fortunate still are the thousands of children who exit the 
system each year merely because of age, without ever having experienced a 
stable, loving, permanent home. 

It is a simple, undisputed truth that children need stability and consistency in 
order to develop into healthy, productive adults. Yet children who linger in the 
system often endure multiple foster care placements. Each move robs them of 
much that is strengthening in the way of family support, schools, neighborhoods, 
and cultural roots. 

In terms of human suffering and lost potential, these kids pay a high price for 
their unsettled existence. And as adults, they will face an increased risk of 
poverty, violence, and a tendency to perpetuate the cycle of children without 
families. Still, children waiting for permanent homes remain among the most 
vulnerable and poorly served citizens in our society. 

Developing the Families for Kids Vision 

In 1990, Kellogg Foundation staff began to actively confront the national tragedy 
of children lingering in foster care. 

To find answers, the Foundation convened a forum in the summer of 1991, 
gathering together 32 of the nation's leading adoption experts. The conferees 
included adoptive parents, social workers, clergy, judges and attorneys, 
members of Congress, researchers, and child advocates - from all backgrounds. 

Their counsel led to two important conclusions. First, that the problem of waiting 
children could be solved. Second, that any solutions would have to begin with an 
entirely new set of expectations for children entering foster care. This expert 
counsel helped the Foundation formulate its Families for Kids guiding vision: that 
every waiting child deserves, and can have, a permanent home. During 
subsequent meetings, participants agreed that permanent homes for children 
had these elements:  



• a nurturing home and family  

• a meaningful relationship with at least one loving adult  

• stability and continuity of care  

• a legally secure relationship  

• the maintenance of cultural and community linkages  

• a continuing relationship with birth families when appropriate  

• community support 

Forum participants were also convinced that the Foundation could play a 
significant role in bringing about comprehensive reform. Thus, in the winter of 
1992, with the assistance of a smaller group of advisers drawn from forum 
participants, the Foundation developed a new grant program and distributed a 
national brochure requesting proposals "to change adoption systems." 

Establishing the Five Defining Outcomes 

From the resulting proposals, the Foundation and its advisers distilled five 
outcomes that would offer broad guidance to future grantees. 

Below are the outcomes, accompanied by their rationales and "family-friendly" 
specifics: 

1. Family Support - Vulnerable families will have the help they need to stay 
together and meet the challenges of daily life. 

Family Support Rationale: Many out-of-home placements of children could be 
prevented if timely, comprehensive services were made available to all families 
(biological, foster, and adoptive) before problems become unmanageable. 

2. One Assessment - Families will participate fully in a single, coordinated 
assessment process that evaluates their needs in a comprehensive way. 

Coordinated Assessment Rationale: Families and children who seek help from 
human service and child welfare systems must often undergo several time-
consuming and redundant assessment procedures. 

3. One Casework Team - One caseworker or casework team will work with a 
child and his/her family or families throughout the permanency planning process. 

Consistent Casework Services Rationale: Because the waiting time for 
placement is typically so long in the current system, and because worker 
turnover is so high, families and children may be forced to work with many 
different caseworkers. This situation causes unnecessary delays and loss of 
confidence in the system.  



4. One Foster Home - Children awaiting permanent placement will be cared for 
in their own communities by a single, stable foster family. 

Stable Foster Care: Research shows that most children now in foster care have 
lived in several locations, often far away from all that is familiar to them. Multiple 
placements damage children's capacity to value themselves and form positive 
relationships. 

5. One Year to Permanency - Waiting children will be placed in nurturing, 
permanent homes within one year. 

Swift Permanent Placement: Long delays in the courts and in matching children 
with nurturing families are extremely detrimental to healthy emotional 
development. These delays could be eliminated in many cases if new policies 
and practices were developed. 

Once the Families for Kids vision, goals, and outcomes had been clarified, 
another question presented itself: Would communities that want change buy into 
them? To answer this question, Foundation program staff spent three months on 
the road consulting with staff from 20 of the community representatives who had 
responded to the brochure. Nineteen localities expressed interest in the new 
Families for Kids framework. In the course of these discussions, both the 
communities and the early advisers urged the Foundation to support intensive 
reform planning that became known as "community visioning." The visioning 
process would include a broad range of professional and community 
representatives. 

Launching the Visioning Phase of Families for Kids 

The Foundation launched the visioning phase of Families for Kids in July 1993. 
Planning grants of $100,000 were awarded to 19 communities in 15 states. 
Between July 1993 and March 1994, three national networking meetings were 
held. Each of the 19 communities was represented by a team that included 
members from public and private child welfare agencies, courts, elective offices, 
families, clergy, and local businesses. 

Taken together, the meetings had several broad purposes:  

• to support community teams as they conducted local visioning processes 
and developed action plans  

• to reinforce the Families for Kids vision  

• to underscore the importance of listening to children  

• to provide technical assistance to teams on issues like change 
management, law, and system finance 



• Between networking meetings, teams carried out visioning in their 
communities, and in August 1994, submitted action plans to the 
Foundation. After a careful review, the Kellogg Foundation awarded three-
year implementation grants to 10 sites:  

• Pima County, Arizona (Tucson)  

• Kansas  

• Massachusetts  

• Kent County, Michigan (Grand Rapids)  

• Mississippi  

• Montana  

• North Carolina  

• Northeastern Ohio (a nine-county consortium)  

• South Carolina  

• Washington State 

(A list of local Families for Kids project directors and mailing addresses appears 
in Appendix A) 

Special grants for legal reform have been awarded to the University of Michigan's 
Child Advocacy Law Clinic and the National Center for State Courts. The 
Foundation has also awarded a grant to the National Adoption Center to work 
jointly with the Dave Thomas Foundation to encourage public and private 
organizations to provide benefits to employees who become adoptive parents. 

Brief summaries of all Families for Kids grants appear in Appendix B, "Families 
for Kids: Grants at a Glance." 

Finally, working groups representing African-American, Native American, and 
Latino/Hispanic communities of interest have received $100,000 planning grants 
to develop reform strategies to help waiting children from their own communities. 
Their efforts are the subject of another publication entitled Families for Kids of 
Color: A Special Report on Challenges and Opportunities. 

Readers on our web site may request copies of this and other Families for Kids 
publications through our web site online ordering process. 



The 10 project sites that are the main subject of this publication represent 
enormous differences of culture and geography, ranging from the Pacific 
Northwest to New England. Yet, as proven by their community visioning results 
and community action plans, the needs of their parents and children, and the 
strengths and weaknesses of their child welfare systems are much the same. So 
similar in fact that the same six broad reform themes emerged from all their 
planning efforts. These six themes open up a window on both the central 
challenges of reform and the strategies which sites have created to address 
defined needs. 

Families for Kids Who Wait: Listening to Community Voices 

The Six Themes of Reform 

As state and county Families for Kids teams began their community-based 
planning processes in the fall of 1993, teams used a variety of forums to gather 
information and invite community members to speak out about child welfare 
system problems and possible solutions. These included small focus groups and 
one-on-one interviews with community representatives, many of whom were 
users of the system's services. Some teams used large community forums and 
conducted surveys to reach still more citizens and professionals in the child 
welfare field. Other visioning techniques included:  

• town meetings  

• media campaigns on Families for Kids issues  

• an art exhibit dramatizing the experiences of waiting children  

• toll-free telephone lines to encourage community input  

• discussions held at regularly scheduled community meetings 

Taken together, visioning activities in all 19 communities involved approximately 
14,000 people. Some 30 different groups took part in planning for change. 

All teams showed a passionate desire to avoid betraying the trust of their 
visioning stakeholder groups. This desire was perhaps nowhere better expressed 
than in the care taken to create consensus action plans that were truly 
responsive to the areas of broad agreement evident in visioning testimony. 
Those areas of broad agreement constitute the following six themes of 
community visioning that now drive reform efforts: 



(1) Increasing respect for children and their caregivers 

(2) Greater involvement of families and communities in system processes 

(3) Changing the system's funding, orientation, and administrative 
structure 

(4) Making services more available, effective, and accessible 

(5) Expanding placement options for children without permanent families 

(6) Advancing major court, legislative, and other policy reforms 

The balance of this section summarizes the specific system problems (or reform 
challenges) associated with each of the 

six community visioning themes. Accompanying pictures and quotations are 
taken from video footage of actual community visioning events. They have been 
included to illustrate the broad range of community voices and perspectives that 
have so profoundly influenced the direction of reform. 

1. Increasing Respect For Children and Their Caregivers 

Visioning participants called passionately for the system to treat children and 
caregivers of all kinds with more respect, understanding, and support. Children 
and families who testified at public visioning events often used words like "cold," 
"punitive," "suspicious," and "unresponsive" to describe the system as they had 
experienced it. To them, child welfare workers often seemed more responsive to 
the system's demands than to children and families. As a result, they often felt 
that they had not been listened to. They also did not feel valued for their 
strengths, or well supported in efforts to reunite their families or establish new 
adoptive families. They traced these feelings to a number of unmet needs: 

Inclusion in System Processes. Caregivers and children felt excluded from 
important decisions that had a profound impact on their fate. The lack of 
coordinated, comprehensive assessment processes, and the absence of 
consumer participation in assessment, were two of the most frequently reported 
concerns. 

Better Communication and Training. Rushed and sporadic contacts between 
workers and consumers led to poor communication and a lack of proper 
preparation for parenting responsibilities. Foster parents, for example, said they 
were often left without sufficient information and training to care for newly placed 
children. Parents and children often expressed uncertainty about the system's 
expectations of them. Biological parents felt especially forgotten and disparaged 
by child welfare workers. 



Continuity In Casework. Children viewed their case workers as lifelines and 
extended family members. But they were frustrated by high worker turnover. 
Additionally, long delays in placement deprived children of the continuity and 
support they so desperately needed. 

Sensitivity to Cultural Differences. Many families and children of color who 
testified at visioning meetings said they faced extra burdens in trying to gain 
respect from the system. Agency professionals and community members also 
reported a pervasive lack of sensitivity to cultural differences, both among 
workers and in key service processes like assessment, family recruitment, and 
placement. 

The workers who testified also expressed a desire for more respect and 
understanding. They said they were being asked to deal with more challenging 
caseloads and often lacked support in their attempts to bring cultural sensitivity to 
the system. 

2. Greater Community and Family Involvement In System Processes 

Testimony in every locality underscored the need to expand community and 
family involvement in system decision making and advocacy on behalf of waiting 
children. 

More Culturally Sensitive Services. There was particular concern about the 
disproportionately high number of children of color awaiting permanent homes. In 
most sites, African-American children comprised a significant part of this 
population. Montana, Washington, and Mississippi also had disproportionately 
large populations of Native American children in care, while Arizona had a 
significant population of Latino/Hispanic children in care. Community 
spokespeople and many system representatives noted that there was a dearth of 
agencies and organizations that can provide culturally sensitive services to 
children and families of color. And mainstream agencies, they said, failed to work 
effectively with communities and families. Participants pointed repeatedly, for 
example, to inadequate numbers of foster and adoptive families for all children, 
but particularly for African-American children. 

Expanding Kinship Care. When it comes to finding permanent homes for 
children, participants in many communities wanted to see increased placements 
with next of kin and other family members. Placing children with relatives helps 
maintain vital ties to family, community, and culture. 

3. Changes in System Funding, Orientation, and Administrative Structure 

In every state and county, participants cited the child welfare system's focus on 
protection and removal, along with its complex and fragmented administrative 
structure, as major barriers to reform. 



Realigned Staffing and Funding. Inadequate staffing and funding were widely 
identified as major barriers to system performance. Many sites noted a lack of 
sufficiently trained staff to meet the rising demand for services. They also singled 
out budget constraints and funding patterns driven more by bureaucracy than the 
needs of families and children. 

Needed Changes in Funding and Subsidy Practices. Participants both inside and 
outside the system said that federal and state funding patterns often limited much 
needed preventive services. Further, current practices forced workers to 
emphasize those services that were available rather than those that might be 
most needed by families and children. 

Subsidy practices for both foster and adoptive care were also criticized in many 
quarters. Collectively, sites pointed to the following subsidy problems:  

• inadequate subsidies for foster care in some areas  

• differences between foster and kinship (family member) care subsidies  

• the absence of kinship subsidies in some states  

• the lack of public funding for assessment services  

• burdensome home study fees for prospective adoptive parents 

The "Protection and Removal" Orientation. In recent years, many child welfare 
systems nationwide have placed much more emphasis on preserving families. 
Still, massive resources are dedicated to investigation and the crisis orientation 
fostered by protection and removal mandates. These policies divert staff time 
and funding away from family support, adoption, and other means of finding 
permanent homes for children. 

Often, participants said that staff assigned to investigation were perceived as 
working at cross-purposes with staff committed to finding permanent homes for 
children. This emphasis on investigation and removal can force workers to focus 
their attention almost exclusively on the problems of families rather than on their 
strengths and positive attributes. 

Fragmentation in System Structure. Participants suggested that the many 
specialized units common to child welfare agencies worked against the 
Consistent Casework outcome. This caused role conflict among workers, and 
sometimes created unnecessary confusion in the minds of children and families. 

Role Specialization. The problems of administrative complexity were also 
magnified by the high degree of specialization in roles among different 
professions within the system. Many participants stated that therapists, workers, 
and court personnel were too often unable to bridge professional boundaries 
both because of their specialization and because there were few mechanisms to 
allow for collaboration and cross-disciplinary training. 



4. More Available, Effective, and Accessible Services 

Discussions of system services identified a wide range of problems related to 
availability, effectiveness, accessibility, and cultural sensitivity. 

Effectiveness and Availability. Some participants said both service availability 
and effectiveness were unnecessarily limited. For example, eligibility 
requirements often forced workers to push for compliance rather than to address 
the real needs of children and families. While some necessary services were not 
available at any price, some available services did not meet the most urgent 
needs of families and therefore failed to resolve long-term problems. The lack of 
prevention services were a special problem to caregivers of all kinds. 
Fragmentation in service delivery was also widely criticized. 

The mental health needs of children and families were a persistent theme in 
discussions of service reform. Many sites stated that the medical model that 
dominated most child welfare systems did not fully recognize the increasing need 
to meet the mental health needs of children with severe emotional and behavioral 
problems. The absence of such services, many foster and adoptive parents said, 
jeopardized their ability to provide a stable home for their children. 

Service Accessibility. Participants pointed to these barriers to service 
accessibility:  

• lack of transportation in rural areas  

• nconvenient office hours  

• centralized rather than community-based services  

• long waiting lists for key services 

In communities where English was not the first language, services were often 
present but inaccessible because of absent or inadequate translation services. 
Latino/Hispanic participants expressed dismay at the common practice of using 
children as translators in place of paid bilingual and bicultural professionals. 

5. Expanded Permanent Placement Concepts and Options 

There was a general consensus that the system needs to expand its concepts of 
"family" and "permanency." This means moving beyond the notion that traditional 
adoption and reunification (with the birth family) were the only viable options for 
placing children in permanent homes. In many localities, there was strong 
support for "open adoption" practices which legitimize ongoing contact between 
birth and adoptive families. The need to create new kinds of families in order to 
improve placement rates for waiting children was universally recognized. 



Open Adoption. The value of traditional adoption within nuclear, unrelated 
families was repeatedly acknowledged. Yet many sites suggested that several of 
its underlying legal and psychological assumptions should be reassessed. 
Proponents of "open adoption" argued that severing all ties between children and 
their biological families often caused undue psychological damage, and the 
needless loss of positive family connections. 

Proponents further argued that open adoption allowed many children to retain 
their psychological, community, and cultural ties, while at the same time building 
new attachments with adoptive families. 

New Permanency Roles For Foster Parents. Foster parents provide temporary 
homes for 75 percent of all children in care and are responsible for the vast 
majority of adoptions. Yet rarely are they properly recognized for their 
contributions, participants said. Nor are they fully utilized as potential mainstays 
in new permanency placement arrangements. Several sites called for the 
creation of foster-parent cadres specially trained to play a variety of novel 
coparenting roles as:  

• mentors to struggling biological families  

• major decision makers in the assessment process  

• backup care providers to post-adoptive parents  

• "visiting families" to children in residential treatment  

• "resource families" to teens who declined to be adopted 

Exploring Other Options. Collectively, visioning participants called for exploration 
of these additional options:  

• expanding permanent kinship and neighborhood placements  

• modifying current guardianship arrangements to bypass licensing barriers 
which block long-term kinship care  

• recruiting more so-called "foster-adopt families" who could first foster and 
later adopt a child  

• recruiting more single and older adoptive families  

• improving family recruitment strategies in communities of color  

• legitimizing families composed of several different relatives 



6. Major Court, Legislative, and Other Policy Reform 

All Families for Kids communities proposed major court and policy reforms to 
speed the placement of children into permanent families. Some also recognized 
the need to create new policies and laws to support and implement the Families 
for Kids outcomes. 

Court Reform. The courts were important components of the child welfare system 
in all communities, and they came in for substantial criticism. In many states, 
participants pointed out that a single child welfare case might pass through as 
many as three different courts and a bevy of judges who had little grasp of the 
urgency of finding permanent homes for children. These structural problems 
were compounded, participants said, by the adversarial nature of court 
proceedings that often led to needless delays and undue conflict between 
parties. 

Participants noted that "best interests of the child" doctrines had not been 
developed and integrated into law in some places. As a result, many rulings 
protected parental rights at the expense of children's needs. Case processing 
timelines were also widely criticized for the delays they produced. 

While maintaining family unity is an important value, participants agreed that 
workers and other system players needed to conduct timely, insightful risk 
assessments. In cases where reunification was unlikely from the start, this would 
expedite the placement of children into other permanent homes. 

Changes in Placement Policy and Law. A variety of policy and legal changes to 
promote permanent placements were discussed across all communities, 
including reforms to:  

• legitimize open adoption  

• encourage adoptions by foster-adopt families and guide the transition to 
permanent parenting status  

• establish post-adoptive family services and subsidies  

• create SSI-subsidized guardianship status in support of expanded kinship 
placement 

Perhaps the most contentious and unsettled policy area concerned the 
placement of children of color with families of the same or different ethnicities. 
Many participants maintained that the importance of culture and ethnicity in 
nurturing were neither widely understood among system professionals nor 
institutionalized as factors in child-placement decision making. While a few states 
had clear policies and legal directives on this issue, most simply had a variety of 
perspectives and unresolved differences. 



Families For Kids Who Wait: Blueprint for Change 

Community Reform Strategies 

Two major goals have inspired the wealth of reform strategies that fill this 
section. The first of these is the immediate goal of dramatically reducing the 
backlog of children who have been waiting too long for permanent families. After 
a thorough review of the case files of waiting children in their service areas, all 
teams will set annual goals for backlog reduction. Their progress toward meeting 
these goals will be thoroughly documented and assessed. 

The communities are also committed to addressing the initiative's second goal: a 
fundamental reform of their child welfare systems to ensure that future backlogs 
do not develop. Driving this larger systems change are efforts by all sites to make 
operational the Families for Kids outcomes, which all communities have 
proposed to fully implement by the end of the three-year grant period. 

As the major themes of visioning in the previous section suggest, achieving both 
the goals and the outcomes will require other sweeping changes in how the 
system treats service recipients; how communities define their roles in relation to 
waiting children; how system structure, staffing, and funding are aligned; how 
services are delivered; and how permanent placement is achieved. All these 
changes will, of course, require major revisions to the legal and policy framework 
that controls system orientation and practice. 

To achieve these sweeping changes, the communities have collectively 
proposed some 130 reform strategies. Many of these strategies have been used 
before, often with good results, in small, pacesetting nonprofit organizations or in 
pilot programs housed in public and private agencies. What makes these 
strategies promising, generally speaking, is not their novelty, but rather the broad 
support they have received from a range of community and professional 
representatives. Community action plans also seek to link these diverse 
strategies to form comprehensive approaches to reform. They also propose 
sizable expansions of existing model programs and practices to make them 
widely available to all waiting children. 

Together, the 130 strategies comprise a set of approaches that address the six 
themes identified in visioning. What follows is a summary of all the major reform 
strategies organized by the six visioning themes. Accompanying sidebars and 
features detail specific initiatives that distinguish the efforts of individual 
communities. 



Increased Respect for Children and Their Caregivers 

To increase the level of respect and support for children and their caregivers, 
sites took three general approaches: 

(1) giving consumer and community representatives real decision-making power 
in core system processes; 

(2) providing better information and training about roles and expectations; and 

(3) designing new initiatives to increase consumer support and self-esteem 
building. 

Consumer-Sensitive Processes. Efforts to respect the needs of consumers and 
give them more decision-making power typically focused on changes to 
assessment and case planning. Sites proposed to create:  

• single, coordinated assessment processes with substantial  

• consumer input  

• assessment models that mandated interagency participation  

• culturally sensitive assessment tools and processes  

• joint assessments for foster- and adoptive-family licensing  

• child and family involvement in casework teams and planning 

For more information on new assessment models, read the feature that follows 
"Making a Place for Family and Community in Assessment." Or, continue with 
the brochure text. 

Making A Place for Family and Community in Assessment 

Designing assessment and casework processes that eliminate redundancy and 
coordinate the participation of all key professional, family, and community players 
is a central challenge for Families for Kids sites. Many, like Kent County 
(Michigan), Ohio's nine-county consortium, as well as the states of Kansas and 
Massachusetts are designing cross-functional casework teams and consumer-
driven assessment processes. Their approach borrows heavily from the family-
centered practices mandated by the Commonwealth of New Zealand's Children, 
Young Persons and Their Families Act of 1989. 

Traditional assessment and casework processes assume that families referred to 
the system are people with problems and little ability to make the choices needed 
to give positive shape to their lives. On the other hand, professionals are viewed 
as the experts in charge of providing advice, solutions, and choices for families. 
Community representatives such as pastors, teachers, friends, and neighbors 
are too often seen as irrelevant to case planning. 



Renay Sanders, project director for Ohio's Families for Kids, says the traditional 
model fails to encourage family and community responsibility and participation: 
"We've never really said to family and community members, 'We want your help,' 
or 'They're your kids, help us make the decisions. . . .'" 

New Zealand's Families Act of 1989 gives families - defined broadly to include all 
extended family members - the key decision-making roles in creating out-of-
home placement plans for children. Once allegations of child abuse or neglect 
have been substantiated, families develop the plan that guarantees protection 
and permanent homes for their children. The Act assumes that such plans will 
make placement somewhere within the child's extended family a priority. 6  

The heart of this planning process is the family group conference to which all 
members of the child's immediate and extended family are invited. Professionals 
from child welfare services act as consultants and facilitators (not as experts). 
They arrange and finance transportation for family members who might live far 
away, provide a comfortable nonbureaucratic setting for the conference, and 
make certain all relevant professionals and community members attend. 7   

During the initial information-gathering phase of the conference, all attendees 
may participate to get every relevant fact on the table. During the second, or 
decision-making phase, only family members may participate. Nothing they say 
can be used as evidence in any subsequent legal proceeding. If the plan meets 
the child's needs, the state will support it and provide the necessary resources. If 
the plan fails, a new conference is called and a new plan developed. Since the 
Act was implemented, foster care has been reduced by 90 percent in many areas 
of the country, and nonrelative adoptions are now extremely rare. 8  

Early work on Families for Kids adaptations of this model will seek to remove 
existing system barriers to the new case teams and processes, design the 
processes, and train the teams. First implementations will necessarily have 
limited scope. For example. Kansas will begin in two counties, with each serving 
approximately 60 families per year. Massachusetts will begin its Family 
Consultation Teams in two Department of Social Services offices with plans to 
triple its scope and train all professionals in the system by the end of the third 
year. 

These gradual phase-ins reflect the magnitude of the changes that family and 
community-centered assessment and case planning promise to bring. Within 
agencies, professionals isolated in specialized functions like protective services, 
foster care, and adoption must learn to work more as generalists engaged in 
collaborative decision making. System "insiders" will also have to develop new 
relationships with family and community members, necessitating a difficult 
transition from controlling to facilitating major decisions. 



Families for Kids teams are also faced with accommodating differences based on 
nationality. The New Zealand model in its purest form assumes that children 
coming into contact with the system have significant family and community ties. 
Families referred for system services in the United States, however, are often 
socially isolated. Wendy Lewis-Jackson, project director of Kent County Families 
for Kids, sees this difference as an opportunity: "I look at the New Zealand model 
as a community-development strategy. In some cases we will have to build 
community from the ground up - bring ministers and community outreach workers 
to the conferences to begin to get families connected to resources." 

Legal differences between the two countries also present challenges for those 
adapting the model. The American legal system makes more difficult the task of 
balancing family decision-making discretion with the need for adequate child 
protection. Confidentiality guarantees are also an issue. Children who spoke at 
numerous visioning events made clear that they didn't want their family problems 
widely known. This need for confidentiality must be carefully balanced with the 
openness required for family and community-based decision making. 

The problems Families for Kids teams have faced as they design and implement 
the collaborative model are a measure of its importance. As Renay Sanders 
makes clear, "We've gotten the most resistance to this one. It's difficult but 
important because it really has the power to shake up the system and the way it 
does business." 

Improving Training and Communication. Initiatives on these fronts included:  

• efforts to directly clarify the roles and expectations workers had of children 
and family members  

• better training for foster, adoptive, and birth families in how to parent 
children  

• publications to inform the general public and prospective caregivers about 
system processes and opportunities  

• providing more complete information about children to foster and adoptive 
parents before placement occurs 

Support and Self-Esteem-Building. All communities proposed some strategies to 
increase the level of support and respect that child welfare professionals accord 
to families and children. Examples include:  

• cultural-sensitivity training for professionals  

• foster-parent networks for improved advocacy and support  

• peer-counseling programs, annual speak-outs and art exhibits, as well as 
educational initiatives to improve the self-esteem of waiting children 



Potential Impacts of These Strategies on Families for Kids  
Goals and Outcomes 

While the strategies summarized in the "Respect" theme impact all the outcomes 
generally, they are of central importance to Family Support and Coordinated 
Assessment, and may indirectly affect Stable Foster Care and Swift Permanent 
Placement. Efforts to better educate workers about different cultures can build 
mutual trust between workers, children, and families, and broadly benefit the 
assessment and case-planning process. Adopting coordinated and culturally 
sensitive assessment at most sites should improve the child and family matching 
process; reduce the frustration faced by service recipients because of redundant 
procedures; and eliminate unnecessary moves for children. 

Increased Community and Family Involvement in System Processes 

Action planning in this area featured aggressive mobilization of new community 
partners to assist child welfare agencies with Families for Kids programming and 
oversight. Ambitious mass media campaigns to inform the general public about 
the needs of waiting children and the benefits of adoptive parenting were also 
proposed by many communities. Strategies to involve more families in system 
processes focused on improved access for families of color to adoption services 
and more effective grassroots advocacy for issues affecting waiting children. 

Forging New Community Partnerships. The state of Montana developed perhaps 
the most thorough community involvement plans of all. Montana participants 
encouraged individual communities to decide how to budget Families for Kids 
dollars and to determine what strategies would best advance Families for Kids 
outcomes. (See the feature below "Two Examples of Ways to Encourage 
Community Ownership," for details about Montana's efforts and those of other 
states. Or, continue with the brochure.) 

Two Examples of Ways to Encourage Community Ownership 

Child welfare issues and practices have traditionally been invisible to the general 
public. When ordinary citizens do get a view of the system's outcomes, it is too 
often through media exposés, which may vilify agencies and reinforce the widely 
held belief that the fate of children in foster care is the exclusive responsibility of 
the state. All Families for Kids sites are challenging these perceptions in unique 
ways. Montana and Mississippi illustrate two interesting and very different plans 
to make children and the system everyone's cause. 



Hank Hudson, director of the Department of Family Services for the state of 
Montana and a key player on the state's Families for Kids team, believes that 
"the only way to restore people's faith in government is to return power to the 
community." Acknowledging that the current system takes control away from 
communities and often forces families and children into destructive adversarial 
relationships with the state and each other, Hudson and his collaborators are 
defining a new role for the Department of Family Services. "It isn't our job to have 
all the answers," he says, "We must generate a collaborative spirit and make 
sure the best ideas rise to the surface. The state won't cease being active, but its 
role won't be to dictate orders or be a passive fiscal intermediary." 

At the heart of Montana's reform is a process which helps local communities 
exert substantial control over system services, expend state and project funds, 
and hold the Department of Family Services accountable for achieving 
permanency for children. The first steps in building the new state-community 
relationships will involve the development of Community Advisory Councils in 
every region of the state and on all of the state's seven Indian reservations. The 
mission of the councils in the first year of the Families for Kids initiative will be to 
develop a plan of action that establishes a long-term vision of a healthy 
community and permanency for children. Councils must also designate programs 
to implement the vision and decide how best to allocate project dollars. Most of 
the money will be spent regionally. 

The state will support the flow of ideas by providing technical assistance, copious 
information about best practices nationally, and a set of parameters. One aspect 
of these parameters are the five outcomes; another will be the basic principles 
which now guide service delivery in several child-serving departments:  

• Recognition of the importance of permanent homes for children  

• Respect for the strengths of families as vital resources  

• Community-Based, culturally sensitive, family-driven programming  

• Relationships based on equality and democracy  

• Plans based on known best practices  

• Responsiveness to outcomes and principles 

Mississippi plans to mobilize its largely rural communities through the socially 
and politically powerful institution of the African-American church. Linda West, 
project director of Mississippi Families for Kids, sees the potential for a powerful 
collaboration between churches, county governments, and the state's 
Department of Health and Social Services. The churches will serve as a linchpin 
for political advocacy and will direct services to families and children. 



"Now everything comes 'down' from the state," says West. "We need to reverse 
that process, and there's nothing anyone can do to the church but respect it. One 
of our counties, for example, has a population of 2,500 going to three different 
Baptist churches all with the same pastor. That's approximately 70 percent of a 
community's population strongly influenced by a single person." West, herself the 
wife of a prominent minister, says that the Mississippi initiative will focus first on 
getting the cooperation of 10 church leaders in each of the state's 82 counties. 

The project will use Mendenhall Ministries, a respected nonprofit, to win the 
support of African-American pastors. Dolphus Weary, president of the Ministries, 
says his agency's job is to "reach, teach, and train pastors in how to use the 
church for community development, showing them how their churches can 
impact the lives of children in the child welfare system. The churches have two 
wonderful resources to bring to the table: a heart for kids and the trust of the 
community." Church personnel in each county will also receive help with 
grassroots organizing through a system of local county facilitators and through 
intensive training by project staff. 

Ultimately, West sees the churches playing a variety of roles:  

• advocating in system processes on behalf of individual children and 
families  

• informing local and state legislators about particular issues  

• training "resource families" in all congregations to do family mentoring and 
serve on assessment teams 

The key to success, she says, "is training people to think differently. If we can't 
involve communities in advocacy for their own kids, we won't have much 
success. They can do better than we can; they can demand." 

Other community-agency partnerships on behalf of children and families 
included:  

• statewide programs in Mississippi and Washington that enlist churches to 
provide family mentoring services  

• partnerships with Kansas businesses to recruit adoptive parents for 
waiting children (See the feature titled "The Backlog Reduction Blitz," pp. 
18-19.)  

• United Way-sponsored community councils in South Carolina to help 
solve the problems of waiting children 



Grassroots Advocacy. Commonly proposed advocacy initiatives included:  

• speakers bureaus to encourage further community involvement in the 
problems of children  

• statewide Native American advisory committees in Montana and 
Washington State  

• foster-parents' networks to provide mutual support, respite care, and 
lobbying activities in Washington State  

• cadres of corporate volunteers to enlist the aid of industry leaders in 
supporting programs for foster and adoptive families in South Carolina 

Communications and Media Outreach. During the first year of implementation, all 
communities will create a comprehensive communication plan to project and 
develop broad public support for their Families for Kids vision and strategies. 
Plans will also aim to correct public misconceptions about adoption and the 
needs of waiting children. The Foundation has retained communications 
strategists to help communities to develop and implement their media plans. 

Potential Impacts of These Strategies on Families for Kids Goals and 
Outcomes 

If the agency-community partnerships now being developed can be incorporated 
and sustained, the human and material resources available to provide services 
for waiting children and families will be greatly expanded. Church-sponsored 
mentoring families, for example, can influence the implementation of the Family 
Support outcome. Also, business assistance with adoptive family recruitment can 
directly affect the Swift Permanent Placement outcome, and the backlog 
reduction goal, by encouraging more families to adopt. New community advocacy 
groups could lobby for court, legislative, and other policy reforms, enhancing 
prospects for implementing all five outcomes. 

Changes In System Funding, Orientation, and Administrative Structure 

Communities proposed the same general approaches to overcome problems 
associated with system complexity and fragmentation. The most far-reaching of 
these approaches were the cross-disciplinary teams designed to carry out core 
system processes. Cooperation between professionals with different functions 
was also the aim of a second common approach: integrating essential functions 
like intake and ongoing units through structural changes or colocation. Most sites 
also planned to improve working relationships across different child-serving 
bureaucracies. Additionally, communities looked at ways to realign staffing and 
funding for system activities. 

Finally, most communities proposed to establish improved electronic record-
keeping systems to better track waiting children and evaluate overall system 
performance. 



Cross-Disciplinary Teams. To quickly reduce current backlogs of waiting children, 
several communities proposed to develop special permanency action teams. 
These would encourage in collaboration between public and private agencies 
and within individual child welfare organizations. Besides targeting permanent 
homes for waiting children as a goal, the teams would identify individual waiting 
children and rigorously investigate child welfare cases. At two sites, special 
permanency teams were proposed to focus on placement for African-American 
children. (For more detailed information about these and other site backlog 
reduction strategies, read the feature that follows, "The Backlog Reduction Blitz." 
Or, continue with the brochure.) 

The Backlog Reduction Blitz 

The first commitment of every Families for Kids site is to reduce the backlog of 
waiting children. Most sites are using a variety of strategies to achieve this goal. 
Many, like Kansas, Arizona, and Washington State, are establishing new 
collaborative relationships between major public and private child-placing 
agencies to carry out child-specific "championing" and family recruitment. 

Kansas Families for Kids has created a backlog blitz that depends on the 
cooperative efforts of the state's Social and Rehabilitation Services (SRS), 
Lutheran Social Services (LSS), and several major corporations in the Wichita 
area. Together they have mounted a series of promising programs which depend 
on media outreach and other marketing strategies to promote the notion of 
establishing families through adoption and to make waiting children visible to 
prospective parents. Linda Weir-Enegren, CEO of LS Industries, and the Kansas 
Families for Kids' team's liaison to the business community, describes the blitz as 
a marketing challenge: "Basic marketing is the engine that drives the family 
recruitment train." 

Two separate but similar initiatives exemplify the Kansas approach to placing its 
400 waiting children:  

• Wendy's Wonderful Kids is a joint venture between the Wendy's 
franchisee in Wichita, SRS, and LSS. It combines the special efforts of a 
full-time placement specialist housed at LSS and a clever media outreach 
campaign which includes an adoption hotline; a continuing series of child-
specific articles in The Wichita Eagle on special-needs adoption; 
placemats with children's pictures at all local Wendy's; and good coverage 
on the city's NBC affiliate. The campaign generated 500 inquiries from 
prospective adoptive families in the first three months of operation, and, as 
of the end of 1994, 240 families had been screened.  



• Homefinders, funded initially by LS Industries, distributes pictures and 
biographies of waiting children produced on small cards that business 
leaders and civic organizations use to present the child to friends and 
associates in canvassing efforts that can span an entire county. The family 
matching process, handled by LSS, has resulted in some 50 approved 
families, many of whom already have completed the adoption process. 

Pima County, Arizona, and Washington State are counting on new partnerships 
between their major public and private social services agencies to benefit some 
800 children who need to have adoptions finalized or new permanency 
placements worked out. 

Pima County is forming four to six cross-functional teams composed of 
representatives from several private agencies and the key service units within the 
state Department of Economic Security/Administration For Children, Youth and 
Families (including its now separate protective service and permanency 
functions). The teams will be coordinated by a newly appointed permanency 
planning specialist who is headquartered at the local district office. The teams will 
assess individual cases, identify barriers and strengths related to finding 
permanent homes for each child, and conduct rigorous, continuing advocacy for 
all children. A volunteer program will develop lifebooks for waiting children and 
relieve caseworkers of much of their paper work, freeing them to spend more 
time attending to children and their families. 

Washington State's blitz grew out of an awareness of several glaring 
inadequacies in its child-placing systems. These include a lack of trust and 
collaboration between public and private child-placement agencies, the invisibility 
of waiting children on a statewide basis, and a slow response to parents who 
express interest in adoption. To address these problems, the state's new public-
private partnership will:  

• form a two-person team to bridge the gap between the state's major public 
and private agency, and coordinate other blitz initiatives  

• consolidate the state's two adoption exchanges and carry out regional 
efforts to find waiting children, publicize their needs, and recruit parents  

• do aggressive, child-specific championing to find families for even the 
most challenging children, and prepare children for permanency  

• coordinate collaborative recruitment by agencies, using the expertise of 
professional media consultants  

• respond within one week to all interested families and simplify their 
training through a single, coordinated parent preparation class 

All three of these sites expect their backlog reduction blitzes to establish 
cooperative working relationships and new procedures that will last indefinitely. 



Karen Abman, project director of the Pima County Families for Kids initiative, 
articulates the hopes of many Families for Kids sites. She says that her locality's 
new cross-functional teams will "institutionalize a more widespread sense of 
responsibility for waiting children, build bridges between protective service and 
permanency professionals, and put a new focus on permanency itself." 

Many communities planned to develop stronger working relationships between 
child welfare agencies, the juvenile justice system, and mental health services. 
Three communities proposed strategies for building collaboration between 
agencies on reservations and other organizations that served Native American 
families. 

Improving Casework. Most communities planned to implement the Consistent 
Casework outcome by identifying or developing new casework processes and 
then providing affected agencies with technical assistance and training to make 
these processes operational. Other changes designed to simplify and coordinate 
casework services included:  

• developing unified human services application forms  

• using family resource centers to provide comprehensive, "one-stop" 
services for consumers  

• combining specialized units like child protection, intake, and ongoing 
services  

• colocating mental health and social services staff 

Realigned Staffing and Funding for System Activities. To overcome inadequate 
staffing and funding, communities took three approaches: 

(1) providing professional training on topics ranging from cultural competence to 
implementing the five outcomes; 

(2) hiring specialized staff to implement Families for Kids strategies; and 

(3) seeking additional funding, as well as new incentives and subsidies, to 
improve services. 



Professional Training. Collectively, sites planned professional training on the 
following issues:  

• implementing Families for Kids goals and outcomes  

• managing the systems change process  

• cultural diversity and sensitivity  

• adoption preservation  

• new permanency options  

• Native American issues, for mainstream staff  

• permanency issues for family and tribal court personnel  

• child welfare issues, for attorneys and judges  

• time management, for child welfare professionals 

Staffing Changes. Virtually all communities proposed to change staffing patterns 
to make Families for Kids goals and outcomes possible. To achieve the backlog 
reduction goal, half the communities proposed to hire full-time permanency 
planning specialists to coordinate newly formed permanency action teams. (An 
extended discussion of how these teams will function appeared in the "The 
Backlog Reduction Blitz," already presented in this document.) 

Staffing innovations that sought to improve services to families and communities 
of color include:  

• coordinators to work with African-Americans on adoption issues  

• cadres of African-American paraprofessionals to recruit potential foster 
and adoptive families  

• "out-stationing" state caseworkers in off-reservation areas with high 
concentrations of Native Americans  

• a Native American permanency coordinator to bring the concerns of 
Native American provider agencies and tribal organizations to Families for 
Kids work groups 



New Subsidies and Incentives. To encourage permanent placement and improve 
the effectiveness of child welfare agencies, new subsidies and incentives were 
proposed for:  

• adoptive parents of hard-to-place children  

• extended family members acting as guardians or adoptive parents  

• agencies that place special-needs children  

• staff who recruit and help retain additional competent agency personnel  

• state employees who adopt children, particularly those with special-needs 

Finally, half the communities planned to increase funding for services to Native 
American families in a variety of ways. This included block grants to tribes and 
contracts with Native American provider agencies. 

Overhauling Information Management Systems. Several sites proposed to make 
major changes to their information management systems and to data registries 
that track waiting children. North Carolina, for example, proposed a major 
information capacity building program. Once in place, the system will allow child 
welfare professionals to instantly track children in care and to evaluate agency 
performance on an ongoing basis. To increase the visibility and accessibility of 
waiting children, five states decided to increase their use of adoption exchanges. 
Both Kansas and Washington plan to upgrade and connect now separate data 
registries of children waiting to be placed in adoptive homes. 

Potential Impacts of These Strategies on Families for Kids Goals and 
Outcomes 
Developing aggressive permanency-action teams should speed both long-term 
permanent placements and reduce the current backlog of waiting children. 
Improved information management systems and adoption registries will provide 
administrative support for these efforts. Finally, the widespread commitment to 
coordinated casework processes and teams should lead to the implementation of 
the Consistent Casework outcome in a majority of communities. 

More Available, Effective, and Accessible Services 
Virtually all communities focused their service improvement efforts on more 
aggressive and successful recruitment of adoptive parents, and on more 
comprehensive support services for children and caregivers of all kinds. 
Developing outreach to communities of color and improving the cultural 
sensitivity of services were also major themes. 



New Recruitment and Child Placement Initiatives. South Carolina and Kent 
County, Michigan, resolved to develop specialty agencies staffed largely by 
professionals of color with strong community roots, to provide a broad range of 
culturally sensitive parent recruitment and other permanency services. In Ohio, 
the Summit County Department of Child and Family Services proposed to 
revitalize an existing specialty multiservice center for children and families of 
color. (The following feature, "Special Permanency Centers for Children and 
Families of Color," offers more details about these and other initiatives. Or, 
continue with the brochure.) 

Special Permanency Centers for Children and Families of Color 

More than half of all children waiting to be adopted are children of color. Most of 
these children are African-American. They not only suffer by being over-
represented in the pool of waiting children, statistics show that their adoptive 
placement percentages are well below those of white children. 

Sites are attacking this problem in a variety of ways. One of the most innovative 
approaches is the establishment of specialized permanency centers (AKA 
"specialty agencies") or units within mainstream agencies, staffed predominately 
by professionals of color and focused on providing permanent homes for children 
of color. Three sites are evolving different center concepts: South Carolina; Kent 
County, Michigan; and Summit County, Ohio. 

Kathleen Hayes, project director of South Carolina Families for Kids, says that 
the idea for her state's developing center came as a complete surprise, emerging 
directly out of the community visioning process. Hayes said that African-
American participants and project board members "felt passionately that they 
weren't being understood or served adequately by the system. They kept saying, 
'Don't tell us that we don't want to adopt. We are tired of hearing that. We do 
care!'" 

Creating such a center has become a major year-one objective of the initiative. 
Funded jointly by Kellogg grant monies and a state contract, the center will be a 
private nonprofit organization that serves the entire state. Its major focus will be 
to recruit, assess, and approve adoptive families; the state will continue to make 
final matches, but state officials are committed to working with the new agency to 
streamline screening standards which are generally acknowledged to contain 
some unnecessary barriers. While the particular form of the center has yet to be 
determined, Hayes and her colleagues believe they have a winner on their 
hands: "We think we can increase the supply of adoptive families of color; I'd be 
very surprised if this weren't a big success." 



Michigan's Kent County Families for Kids team has identified a popular nonprofit 
organization to create a similar unit within its existing operations. The Family 
Outreach Center (well-known in Kent County for its mental health and family 
support services to African-American, Hispanic/Latino, and Native American 
families) has agreed to become the area's major broker of permanency services 
for families and children of color. Family Outreach will be responsible for 
convening family and community members to carry out the county's new 
consumer-driven assessment process, and will provide services to implement 
any treatment plans that grow out of these assessments, as approved by the 
state. The agency is also expected to become the focal point for recruitment and 
referral of adoptive families of color. 

While the organization has not yet been mandated to finalize adoptions, local 
Families for Kids team members feel confident that its presence will change the 
way business is done. "We're developing a team approach to permanency," says 
Wendy Lewis-Jackson, project director of Kent County Families for Kids. "The 
very fact that Family Outreach is there will cause many traditional players to stop 
and think, and the Family Outreach Center can bring community buy-in and trust 
to the table. Because many families of color respect it and feel respected by it, 
the agency will cause many new adoptive families to step forward and will inspire 
existing families to go beyond the call of duty." 

The records of successful, established specialty agencies like Homes for Black 
Children (Detroit, Michigan) and Spaulding For Children (Southfield, Michigan) 
bode well for these new centers. The key practices of these pacesetters offer 
valuable guidance to both new centers and to mainstream agencies seriously 
committed to improving their relationships with communities of color. These 
practices seek to:  

• serve the interests of the child first and foremost  

• hire professionals of color at every level and make cultural sensitivity a top 
priority  

• locate services in communities of color near public transport and offer 
evening hours  

• remove eligibility standards that constitute irrational barriers  

• streamline application and home study processes  

• personalize services and do aggressive outreach  

• discover and use channels of communication preferred by communities of 
color 



Summit County of Ohio's Akiba Services to Black Families (Akron) has 
incorporated many of these practices into its expanding programs. A special 
initiative within the County's Department of Children's Services, Akiba is staffed 
by professionals of color who report to supervisors in traditional service units like 
protective services, foster care, and adoption, but who also meet regularly as a 
coalition team to handle casework for all African-American children who are in 
the permanent custody of the county and have been in the system for at least 18 
months. 

The Akiba staff is strongly committed to kinship placement and makes strenuous 
efforts to identify blood relatives or family friends before turning to unrelated 
adoptive parents. Adoption and foster care outreach is a high priority. The 
initiative's dynamic new supervisor, Ollie Collier-Jones, sees needs changing 
with greater community awareness of child abuse and neglect, coupled with the 
advent of crack cocaine. "The need is so great," Collier-Jones says, "that we 
must be more aggressive and grassroots in our outreach." 

Both she and her staff have developed a new program of outreach and public 
education that takes them into the community to school parenting fairs, black 
businesses, civic functions, fraternities and sororities, beauty and barber shops, 
as well as Akron's major malls and grocery stores. Media spots and literature 
drops at area black churches are routine. Akiba bill-inserts promoting foster care 
and adoption have also been distributed by local businesses and health care 
organizations. 

Collier-Jones credits county agency management with the successes of the 
burgeoning initiative, citing its commitment to give Akiba staff "freedom to do 
outreach, its cultural awareness, and its great openness to learn and relearn." 

While special centers, particularly those established as private nonprofits, often 
face resistance from other sectors of the system that fear competition, old hands 
counsel that they should be seen as one part of a balanced and diverse child 
welfare system. Judith McKenzie, executive director of Spaulding For Children, 
supports such a view. "You don't want mainstream agencies simply abdicating 
their responsibilities to place special-needs children, but specialty agencies 
should be one element of a diverse, collaborative system," she says. "They bring 
a potential energy to agitate the system, they open doors to the minority 
community, and they demonstrate the best practices." 
 



Other more general initiatives to increase the availability of foster and adoptive 
families included:  

• intensive child-specific recruitment of adoptive families  

• expanded recruitment of foster families  

• expanded recruitment and licensing of foster-adopt families  

• contracting out home studies of interested families to avoid long waits by 
prospective parents 

Support Services to Adoptive Families. Along with recruiting more adoptive 
families, communities recognized the need to offer comprehensive support 
services to adoptive families. Some examples of planned services include:  

• respite care to both foster and adoptive families  

• parent support groups for foster and adoptive families  

• post-adoptive placement service centers  

• training for families with cross-cultural placements  

• coordinated, comprehensive parent preparation and training  

• post-adoption community mental health support  

• adoptive family support hot-lines  

• expanded training for adoptive families on issues affecting children in their 
care 

Massachusetts resolved to develop a special voucher system. With the vouchers, 
families of all kinds can secure services that lie outside the state Department of 
Social Services' limited range of providers. This new flexibility can help overcome 
the tendency of current systems to assign services based more on availability 
than on the unique and changing needs of children and families. 

Expanded Services for Children. Many sites also proposed to expand services to 
children themselves, by planning to:  

• improve education and health care to foster and adoptive children  

• seek out more adoption-sensitive therapists and providers  

• develop service resource directories  

• create retreats and therapeutic camps for children in care  

• provide children with better information on their adoptive families prior to 
placement 



Potential Impacts of These Strategies on Families for Kids Goals and 
Outcomes 

Taken together, these strategies promise to dramatically increase the support 
available to biological, foster, and adoptive families that are struggling to stay 
together and meet the challenges of daily life. New initiatives to benefit 
community-based organizations, and to create specialty agencies and regional 
teams to recruit families in communities of color, should both ensure more 
culturally appropriate services and increase the supply of foster and adoptive 
families of color. These increases in supply should greatly enhance efforts to 
reduce the backlog of children awaiting permanent homes. 

Expanded Permanent Placement Concepts and Options 
The most basic approach to expanding placement options was a universal effort 
to recruit more adoptive parents, particularly families of color. Communities also 
imagined a variety of new family structures: (1) open adoptions aimed at altering 
the often divisive relationships between the parenting "triad" of biological, foster, 
and adoptive parents; (2) coparenting families to serve a broad range of 
supportive roles from mentoring biological parents to part-time parenting of 
children in residential treatment; and (3) modified kinship and foster-adopt 
placement concepts. 

Open Adoptions. Communities advocating open adoptions planned to change 
existing adoption laws to legitimize ongoing contact between birth and adoptive 
families. Many adoptive and foster parents could then work cooperatively with 
birth families to raise children through what Massachusetts called "communities 
of caring." Service treatment plans and system resources would encourage 
mutual parenting between all the families of significance to a child. 

Coparenting Families. Half the communities proposed to develop special families 
to act as partners to caregivers of all kinds. The families would serve as mentors 
or parent trainers to vulnerable biological families, and become emergency 
caregivers and important decision makers in the assessment process. 
Additionally, they could provide respite child care to weary parents who need 
time off; serve as lifelong family connections to children in residential treatment, 
or to teens who declined to be adopted; and, in some cases, eventually become 
adoptive parents themselves. (For more information about these and other new 
permanency concepts read the following feature titled "Resource Families in 
Communities of Care." Or, continue with the brochure.) 

Resource Families in Communities of Care 

Families for Kids reformers are imagining new definitions of "family" and 
"permanency." These concepts, many of which are still evolving, promise to 
overcome the limitations of older formulations as well as to address emerging 
needs. 



At the center of this new vision is a recognition that the polarization of caregivers 
in the parenting "triad" of birth, foster, and adoptive families so common in our 
nation's child welfare system may be unnecessary and wasteful in many cases. 
Reformers are also recognizing that specially trained foster parents operating as 
"resource families" and "foster-adopt families" can bridge the divides separating 
triad members and in doing so help to establish "communities of care" in place of 
separate, hostile camps. Massachusetts and Kent County (Michigan) are among 
those working on versions of resource families and communities of care. 

Massachusetts' "Community of Care" concept embodies four basic principles 
which are generally applicable to the new visions of family:  

• All of those who make a long-term commitment to a child's welfare are 
"family."  

• For most children in care, the biological family, extended kinship networks, 
foster family, and adoptive family represent a permanent web of 
relationships, all of which have value to the child.  

• This network of caretaking relationships can provide increased stability 
and support if it is acknowledged, and if the formal service system helps 
various "family" members work together. However, if the system ignores 
the connections between caregivers, it can inadvertently reinforce 
potential conflicts.  

• The more consistently all family members are involved in decision making 
and planning, the more committed they will be to finding permanent 
homes for children and securing their welfare. 

To support the individuals in a community of care and to strengthen its web of 
relationships, sites are developing so-called resource families with a variety of 
flexible functions. 

Kent County's resource families evolved from the successful Traveling Grannies 
program developed by the county's nonprofit Gerontology Network. Originally 
established to provide older adults with volunteer opportunities as mentors and 
elders to adolescent mothers and their infants, it is now being expanded to help 
find permanent homes for children in cases where abuse and neglect have been 
substantiated. 

Starting in September 1995, 20 new traveling grannies will be available to offer 
temporary supportive services to biological families, members of extended 
kinship networks, and friends and neighbors who take prominent roles in a child's 
permanency placement. The grannies are expected to take kids to doctor 
appointments, enroll them in school, offer lots of TLC, and model good parenting 
skills. The grannies will be dispatched to neighborhoods with the highest rates of 
child removal. A similar program run by Kent County's juvenile court system will 
use resource families to prevent disrupted adoptions. 



Potential Impacts of These Strategies on Families for Kids  
Goals and Outcomes 

Increasing the range of placement options will, of course, help directly reduce the 
current backlog of waiting children and lessen the likelihood of future backlogs. 
Expanding the use of specially trained foster parents to create new coparenting 
services should help maintain and stabilize many vulnerable biological, foster, 
and adoptive families. In some cases, these practices could lead to new adoptive 
families. "Matching resource families with teens and children in institutional 
settings should also help them achieve permanency when adoption is not a 
viable option." Finally, efforts to build bridges between biological, foster, and 
adoptive parents should constructively involve more caregivers in parenting 
children. 

Major Court, Legislative, and Other Policy Reform 

Since foster care begins and ends with a legal event, and since adoption itself is 
a legally created status, court and legal reform were significant issues for all 
communities. Other areas for major policy reform included child welfare agency 
issues such as new or modified placement options, case processing, and 
information management. 

Court Reform. Most major court reform proposals called for either pushing for 
adoption of comprehensive court reform plans or putting existing plans into 
operation. Whichever the case, the features of court reform collectively included:  

• instituting a unified juvenile court system  

• addressing problems of judge turnover and interest  

• training lawyers, judges, and other court personnel in permanency issues, 
new procedures, and cultural competence  

• improving child representation by court personnel  

• shortening timelines for court processing  

• expediting termination-of-parental-rights processes  

• expanding the use of pre-trial conferences and mediation to encourage 
cooperation between parties and prevent delays in case processing and 
child placement  

• putting the child's interest and safety first in adjudication  

• reviewing tribal permanency codes  

• establishing centers of child welfare training in law schools and revising 
bar exams to include child welfare law questions 



Families for Kids communities will receive technical assistance on court reform 
issues from the National Center for State Courts and the University of Michigan's 
Child Advocacy Law Center. (For more information on planned court reform, see 
the following feature entitled "Court Reform Through the Eyes of a Child." Or, 
continue with the brochure.) 

Court Reform Through the Eyes of a Child 

Sometimes, Family Court Judge Bill Byars drops two dimes on the conference 
table at the start of his meetings with fellow court reformers on his state's 
Families for Kids Bench/Bar Committee. "'Pair of Dimes'. . . anything," he says, 
"to remind of us of the 'paradigm shift': looking at things through the eyes of a 
child. I had looked at court proceedings through everybody else's eyes - litigants, 
judges, attorneys. But once I made that shift, things were different. Remember 
when you were young, and you thought you'd be in fourth grade forever, and 
summers stretched endlessly in front of you? Well, our system was holding kids 
in foster care for 2.5 years on average!" 

Long waits in foster care were symptomatic of other problems Judge Byars and 
his colleagues faced as they prepared to redesign the family court system 
through younger eyes. Child welfare cases had such low priority it was easier to 
get "car wreck" cases on the dockets, Byars said. Family courts were 
underfunded, inadequately staffed, and lacking in basic automation. Even more 
daunting was a legal climate in which parents' rights typically took precedence 
over the interests of the child. 

To get the change process moving, Byars established a statewide bench/bar 
committee of 30 professionals from all specialties with major roles in family court 
proceedings. Carefully balanced by race, gender, geography, and role, the group 
included five supreme court justices, official representatives from the trial lawyers 
associations, guardians ad litem (GALs), academics, and a range of 
professionals from the social services. Byars invited Don Duquette, director of 
the Child Advocacy Law Clinic at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, to act as 
a knowledgeable, neutral cofacilitator of a two-day meeting in February 1994, to 
get buy-in and ideas for major court reform. 

Byars knew that frustration - enormous frustration - would be the first order of 
business. For a good half day, the group engaged in a gigantic venting process 
with no attempt to establish right or wrong. "Then we asked for ideas," Byars 
says, "and sent seven work groups away to come up with solutions from the 
child's point of view. Once everyone started looking at the system through the 
eyes of a child, we stopped fighting among ourselves and starting working 
together to produce a judicial system that cares about children's needs." The 
work groups met individually in several two-day sessions, reconvening twice to 
share progress with all other fellow reformers. 



After more than a year of work, the full committee has returned a set of 
recommendations which are now being drafted for action by the South Carolina 
General Assembly as early as January 1996. One objective drives all the 
recommended reforms: Children removed from their homes will be guaranteed 
permanent placement within one year from the time services commence. 

Measures to increase court efficiency include:  

• one judge, one lawyer, and one guardian ad litem for each child  

• one set of pleadings for each case  

• court control over docketing of cases  

• high priority for child abuse and neglect cases  

• expanded grounds for termination of parental rights and expedition of 
appeals  

• an 800 number for use by judges to resolve agency policy problems  

• regular meetings between professionals from all specialties  

• special judges and attorneys to conduct a backlog blitz 

Initiatives to improve casework functions and legal advocacy for children include:  

• caseworker training in law and court procedures  

• changes to relevant confidentiality law  

• one casework team for each case  

• good-faith immunity for foster parents and caseworkers  

• a new center for child advocacy law at the University of South Carolina  

• revision of the bar exam to include child welfare questions  

• continuing legal education emphasis on these issues  

• an annual judicial conference on child welfare law 

After the proposed judicial rules and procedures have been drafted in July 1995, 
they will be field-tested by four judges in Richland, the state's largest county. 
Byars and his colleagues feel confident of legislative passage and 
implementation in 1996. 

Although he remains modest about the nature of the recommendations, he is 
passionate about their potential outcomes: "None of these provisions is very 
sexy, but I'm convinced that more children will survive and have better lives 
because we are doing this. One phrase was the key to it." 



Changes in Placement Policy. A number of law and other policy changes were 
also proposed to support new placement options or modify existing options. 
Examples of such changes include:  

• laws enabling open adoption practices  

• policies to support new permanency options such as coparenting resource 
families  

• new ways to define and subsidize guardianships, to allow kinship 
placement and other options for children who wish to maintain contact with 
birth-family members  

• revised transracial and same-race placement policies 

Other Policy Proposals. Remaining policy proposals aimed to improve agency 
case processing and information management by:  

• revising confidentiality laws to allow for better agency collaboration and 
unified, coordinated assessment processes  

• changing policy to allow for the implementation of the five Families for 
Kids outcomes  

• enabling simultaneous case planning for both adoption and reunification 
("dual track planning")  

• emphasizing mental health services for foster and adoptive children  

• designing new case assignment policies to limit worker caseloads  

• installing comprehensive, outcome-based information management 
systemsexploring the use of satellite technology to help provide and 
coordinate services in rural areas 

Potential Impacts of These Strategies on Families for Kids Goals and 
Outcomes 

If successfully implemented, proposed court reforms should make finding a 
permanent home for children a top priority in child welfare cases. Policy changes, 
put in place at the agency level, will legitimize new placement options and help 
institutionalize all five outcomes. 

Families For Kids Who Wait: Reflections on the Power of Community 
Voices 

A Look to the Future 
It is much too early to draw any final conclusions about the effectiveness of site 
reform efforts. Yet the visioning phase of Families for Kids has already offered its 



participants some valuable preliminary lessons that may prove useful to others 
undertaking similar reforms. 

The Families for Kids community visioning process demonstrated once again that 
when community members, including families and children, have real 
opportunities to express their feelings and ideas they will eagerly do so. Their 
perspective and passion, if honored, will give new shape to the change process. 
In this case, they contributed six reform themes, rich in detail and remarkably 
consistent in terms of problems defined and solutions suggested. 

The richness of the community visioning themes reflects the sheer diversity and 
numbers of participants mobilized by the 10 grantee states and counties. 
Visioning activities brought some 14,000 people to the planning table. Many of 
these would not have been invited to participate in a more traditional reform 
effort. Different cultural perspectives - especially of community groups who 
represented children in foster care - were heard and incorporated into change 
strategies as never before. 

Communities wisely gave children, together with their families, the status of true 
experts as they worked on system problems and solutions. And, as one Families 
for Kids project director said, "They spoke volumes." Some professionals 
acknowledged seeing and hearing for the first time what the system feels like 
from a child's vantage point. Children, in fact, have reminded everyone again and 
again - through their own painful stories - that there are no substitutes for a 
permanent home and no valid excuses for "foster care drift." 

Community visioning has brought a new infusion of energy and hope to fuel the 
hard work ahead. The attitudes of system professionals have also been changed 
by opportunities to listen to each other and to community participants in new 
ways. Finally, visioning has created a new group of community allies who are 
eager for reform, by allowing system players to identify community leaders, and 
bring them into a widening circle of influence. 

The Future of Reform Nationally 

The communities' six bold reform themes are clearly relevant to current national 
policymaking on child welfare issues, including adoption reform. 

The widespread practice of regarding people seeking services as "problems" 
must be countered with a new commitment to show greater respect, and with a 
new understanding that families and children can make important contributions to 
decision making. 



As part of its commitment to respect and understanding, the child welfare system 
will need to make a major investment of energy and resources to overcome 
lingering racial prejudices, as well as ignorance and fear of cultural differences. 
Such an investment must begin with a new system-wide awareness of the 
importance of cultural sensitivity. It must also include serious efforts to recognize 
diversity. The system's workforce, at every level, should increase the cultural 
competence of existing workers and make culture an issue in professional 
training. 

Building collaborative relationships between system players and communities of 
color - particularly in recruiting and retaining foster and adoptive families for 
children of color - is absolutely essential. This can be accomplished by rooting 
services in the communities they are designed to serve, and by aggressive and 
sensitive outreach on the part of mainstream agencies. Another key factor is 
wider recognition of specialty placement agencies as important elements of a 
diverse system. 

Families and communities must also take more responsibility for the welfare of 
waiting children, and become more involved with the system's services. Yet this 
call for intensive engagement should not be misinterpreted as an endorsement 
for purely local solutions. History teaches us that, more often than not, children 
lose out when resources are diminished or funding sources changed 
dramatically. While child welfare reform must be addressed locally, most state 
and local governments do not have the resources necessary to adequately meet 
the rising tide of need. Therefore, the federal government will have to maintain a 
strong role in child welfare funding, policy making, and oversight. 

Accountability at every level must also be improved. First, by developing 
standards of care based on the real needs of children, and second, by measuring 
performance in terms of an exacting bottom line: every waiting child must be 
placed swiftly and appropriately in a family setting that affords stability and 
lifelong ties. 

Fragmented fiscal and administrative structures must be realigned to support 
family-friendly services. In addition to restructured services, there must be more 
collaboration between child welfare agencies and allied agencies like schools, 
juvenile justice organizations, and mental health services. 

Our child welfare system must also emphasize finding permanent families for 
children, rather then perpetuating the current over-reliance on foster care. 
Narrow definitions of family and permanency will need to be expanded through 
the development of new concepts like the resource families soon to be serving 
family support roles in many Families for Kids communities. 

Finally, there must be major court and other policy reform to speed permanent 
placement of children and create an environment where fundamental changes 
can take root. 



Next Steps 
The Kellogg Foundation looks ahead with confidence and enthusiasm to the 
unfolding implementation of Families for Kids. Now that all grantees have been 
selected and their strategies are being translated into action, communities are in 
full command of the change process. While their aim is high - a permanent 
solution to the national tragedy of waiting children - they have the focus and 
sophistication to lead the way toward achieving these fundamental reforms. Their 
work will also make major contributions to increasing the public awareness and 
political will needed for eventual success. The Foundation looks forward to 
sharing the results of these community efforts, both through annual reports on 
Families for Kids milestones, and, eventually, through an expanded resource 
library of successful reform models. 

Meanwhile, the Kellogg Foundation continues to remind itself, and all who share 
in the burdens and rewards of child welfare reform, that our purpose is both 
timely and just. Nothing is more simple in concept, or so important for the health 
of our society, than providing loving homes and families for kids who wait. 

Appendix A 
Families for Kids Projects 

SYSTEMIC REFORM 

Arizona Children's Home Association 
Tucson, AZ 

Massachusetts Families for Kids 
Boston, MA 

North Carolina Division of Social Services 
Children's Services Section 
Raleigh, NC 

United Way of South Carolina 
Columbia, SC 

Adoption Services Section 
Ohio Dept. of Human Services 
Columbus, OH 

The Grand Rapids Foundation 
Grand Rapids, MI 

Children's Home Society of Washington 
Seattle, WA 

Summit County Children's Services 
Akron, OH 



The Villages, Inc. 
Topeka, KS 

Montana Adoption Resource Center, Inc. 
Helena, MT  

MS Children's Home Society and Family Service Association 
Jackson, MS 

Appendix B 

Families for Kids: Grants at a Glance 

COMMUNITY-BASED GRANTS FOR SYSTEM REFORM 
Location/Scope: Pima County, Arizona (will ultimately have statewide scope) 

Grantee Agency: Arizona Children's Home Association, Tucson 

Other Major Partners: State Department of Economic Security, Administration for 
Youth and Families; Catholic Social Services; The Pima County Juvenile Court; 
and the Children's Action Alliance 

Most Distinctive Feature: Started as a county initiative but has attracted support 
from important statewide players 

Key Strategies:  

• Special cross-functional teams to expedite the placement of children  

• Expanded roles for foster parents as mentors to biological parents and key 
participants in permanency planning  

• Development of culturally diverse community services  

• Including foster children in major decisions  

• Collaborative recruitment of culturally diverse adoptive families  

• Policy development in support of adoptive families  

• Legal reform development 

Location/Scope: State of Kansas 

Grantee Agency: The Villages Inc., a private agency 

Other Major Partners: Wendy's and other corporations, and the state's Social and 
Rehabilitation Services (SRS) 

Most Distinctive Feature: Strong relationships with the corporate sector 



Key Strategies:  

• Substantial corporate support for adoptive family recruitment  

• Use of regional teams to recruit and prepare adoptive families of color  

• Dual-track case planning to speed placement of waiting children  

• A new assessment process using the New Zealand model  

• Extensive communication and media outreach efforts  

• Expanded support services for caregivers to avoid disrupted placement of 
children 

Location/Scope: State of Massachusetts 

Grantee Agency: Children's Services of Roxbury, Inc. 

Other Major Partners: State Department of Social Services, Special Needs 
Adoption Network, Boston College School of Social Work 

Most Distinctive Feature: Expands definition of a child's family to include 
biological, foster, and adoptive families working collaboratively 

Key Strategies:  

• Family Consultation Teams to increase the involvement of family  

• and community members in permanency planning  

• Coparenting "resource families" to mentor caregivers and support children  

• A voucher system to increase service flexibility and availability  

• Informal caretaking networks in targeted communities  

• Comprehensive efforts to speed the implementation of court reform 
legislation 

Location/Scope: Kent County, Michigan 

Grantee Agency: The Grand Rapids Foundation 

Other Major Partners: Kent County Juvenile Court, Kent County Department of 
Social Services, and the Family Outreach Center 

Most Distinctive Feature: Strengthens family and community involvement in 
system decision making and problem solving 



Key Strategies:  

• A new specialty agency to provide placement services for children and 
families of color  

• "Resource families" to provide a range of coparenting services to children 
and their caregivers  

• Expanded kinship networks to share in parenting children  

• A new assessment process using the New Zealand model  

• Enhanced, collaborative supportive services for adoptive parents  

• An ambitious policy education agenda and program 

Location/Scope: State of Mississippi 

Grantee Agency: The Mississippi Children's Home Society and Family Service 
Association 

Other Major Partners: State Division of Family and Children's Services, Southern 
Christian Services, Courts, Mendenhall Ministries, and Adoption Ministries of 
Mississippi 

Most Distinctive Feature: Strong relationships with churches statewide 

Key Strategies:  

• Regional advocacy networks with strong church involvement  

• Church-based "resource families" to provide family mentoring services  

• Extensive legal and court reform efforts  

• Strong public information and education efforts  

• Grassroots leadership and advocacy capacity building  

• Comprehensive skill and cultural competency training for child welfare 
workers 

  

Location/Scope: State of Montana 

Grantee Agency: Montana State Department of Family Services 

Other Major Partners: Montana Adoption Resource Center, Inc. (formerly the 
Montana Post Adoption Center, Inc.), Montana Council on Families, private 
adoption agencies, many other public and private agencies, and Bureau of Indian 
Affairs Social Services and Tribal Governments 



Most Distinctive Feature: A local governance process to administer Families for 
Kids and hold system accountable for outcome achievement 

Key Strategies:  

• Overhaul of system to create local governance with significant autonomy  

• Family-friendly, child-centered policy development and agency practice  

• Extensive involvement by the state's seven reservation communities  

• A new Native American Advisory Council  

• Capacity building to get families and children involved in system decisions  

• Training of system workers and parents in permanency issues and cultural 
competence 

 

Location/Scope: State of North Carolina 

Grantee Agency: Children Services Section, State Division of Social Services 

Other Major Partners: School of Social Work, University of North Carolina and 
the North Carolina Child Advocacy Institute 

Most Distinctive Feature: Emphasis on comprehensive, consumer-driven family 
support services to reduce the number of children coming into care 

Key Strategies:  

• Strong consumer involvement in decision making about adoption services  

• Community Assessment Teams maximizing community resources to 
prevent family disruptions  

• Community Performance/Advocacy Teams to track family and program 
outcomes and advocate for needed improvements  

• A new state and local self-evaluation capability for performance-based 
management of child welfare services  

• A statewide training system for foster/adoptive staff and parents 
 



Location/Scope: State of Ohio (nine counties in the Northeastern Region) 

Grantee Agency: Ohio Department of Human Services 

Other Major Partners: The nine counties, the Governor's Office, and Northeast 
Ohio Adoption Services 

Most Distinctive Feature: Ties to the larger statewide reform initiative known as 
Ohio Families and Children First 

Key Strategies:  

• Multidisciplinary case teams  

• A new assessment process with extensive client involvement  

• Development of a subsidized guardianship model to enhance  

• kinship placements  

• Increased emphasis on preventive family support and "wraparound" 
services  

• Regional and local approaches to enhancing services to children and 
families of color (including special adoptive family recruitment and 
placement efforts)  

• Exploration of mediation models and a unified family court system 

Location/Scope: State of South Carolina 

Grantee Agency: South Carolina Department of Social Services 

Other Major Partners: United Way of South Carolina (a statewide agency), the 
courts, church groups, 42 local United Ways, and 46 local DSS county offices 

Most Distinctive Feature: The strength of the new public/private partnerships 
forged by the South Carolina Families for Kids team throughout the state 



Key Strategies:  

• Comprehensive legal and court reform driven by judges and other court 
personnel  

• A new specialty agency to focus on adoptive family recruitment for 
African-American families and children  

• A new coordinated assessment process exploring the use of advanced 
technology  

• A backlog blitz to move waiting children into permanent homes  

• Mobilization of volunteer and church groups to provide support to waiting 
children  

• A new Children's Law Center for interdisciplinary education and technical 
assistance to legal and child placement agency personnel  

• A statewide communications campaign to promote foster and adoptive 
parenting 

 

Location/Scope: State of Washington 

Grantee Agency: Children's Home Society of Washington and Washington State 
Division of Children and Family Services 

Other Major Partners: Private Agency Adoption Coalition, Foster Parent 
Association of Washington, Black Child Development Institute, Northwest 
Adoption Exchange, and University of Washington School of Social Work 

Most Distinctive Feature: Aggressive backlog reduction program 

Key Strategies:  

• Public/private teams to undertake comprehensive backlog reduction  

• Community-based planning to meet needs of African-American and Native 
American families and children  

• Integration of foster parents into placement teams  

• New roles for foster parents to increase permanency options for children  

• Grassroots permanency action teams directed by a coordinator to 
increase community commitment  

• Streamlined judicial and court approaches for more timely decision making  

• Increased availability of a range of adoption supports 



SPECIAL GRANTS IN POLICY, LAW, AND EMPLOYER BENEFITS 

Location: Ann Arbor, Michigan (scope is nationwide) 

Grantee Agency: University of Michigan Law School, Child Advocacy Law Clinic 

Other Major Partners: The 10 community-based sites and the 

W.K. Kellogg Foundation 

Most Distinctive Feature: Will help community-based grantees create a legal 
system responsive to the needs of children and their birth and adoptive parents 

Key Strategies:  

• Trains law students for special summer child advocacy work in grantee 
communities  

• Develops a network of child welfare law offices and promotes new child 
welfare offices in grantee communities  

• Promotes the teaching of child welfare law in law schools  

• Trains advanced fellows chosen from the legal profession to assist 
grantees  

• Consults with grantee communities on child welfare legal and policy 
reform  

• Develops a model technical training and assistance center to serve as a 
resource for child welfare practitioners 

 

Location: Williamsburg, Virginia (scope is nationwide) 

Grantee Agency: National Center for State Courts 

Other Major Partners: The American Bar Association (ABA) Center on Children 
and the Law, the National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges and the 
W.K. Kellogg Foundation 

Most Distinctive Feature: Will help state courts make lasting improvements in 
processing foster and adoption cases 



Key Strategies:  

• Develops tools to help courts evaluate court performance in these cases  

• Assesses efforts to achieve timely, safe, permanent placement of children  

• Disseminates information about assessments among participating states  

• Develops plans to improve service delivery based on Families for Kids 
outcomes  

• Helps implement court reform based on assessment results 
 

Location: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (scope is nationwide) 

Grantee Agency: National Adoption Center 

Other Major Partners: The W.K. Kellogg Foundation and the 

Dave Thomas Foundation 

Most Distinctive Feature: Promotes the creation of adoptive families by 
supporting employers who provide adoption benefits 

Key Strategies:  

• Introduces employers to the benefit concept  

• Maintains a database to track employers providing these benefits  

• Develops marketing materials to stimulate interest among employers  

• Conducts outreach to policy makers, employers, and relevant periodical 
editors  

• Educates federal policy makers on the need for adoption benefits  

• Networks with key professional organizations to promote adoption benefits 
 

SPECIAL GRANTS TO COMMUNITIES OF COLOR 

In 1993 and 1994, the Foundation facilitated a series of special dialogues on the 
cultural dimensions of adoption reform, gathering experts from African-American, 
Native American, and Latino/Hispanic communities. 



These dialogues resulted in a special publication entitled Families for Kids of 
Color: A Special Report on Challenges and Opportunities, as well as $100,000 
planning grants made to each of three work groups drawn from the dialogue 
sessions. The work groups are now exploring a variety of strategies to influence 
public policy on behalf of children and families of color, and to promote, as viable 
models for mainstream practice, child care traditions valued in communities of 
color. 

 

Notes 

1 Cole, Elizabeth S., A history of the adoption of children with handicaps, 
Chapter 2, in Formed Families: Adoption of Children With Handicaps by Lorraine 
Masters Glidden. New York, The Haworth Press. 1990, pp. 43-60. 

2 This estimate was provided by the North American Council on Adoptable 
Children (NACAC). It is based on the last known number of children in public 
foster care (442,000 in 1992) as reported in the Green Book (Ways and Means 
Committee, U.S. House of Representatives, 1992). NACAC has updated the 
1992 figure using projections from selected states. 

3 According to the U.S. Census, "Current Population Reports, P25-1105, 
Population Projections of the United States by Age, Sex, Race and Hispanic 
Origin: 1993 to 2050," children of color age 18 and under comprised 32.49 
percent of the child population nationally in 1993; thus, their representation in the 
substitute care population - approximately 57 percent - is 1.75 times their 
representation in the general child population. 

4 McKenzie, Judith K., Adoption of children with special needs. The Future of 
Children: Adoption. (Spring 1993) 3, 1: 69. 

5 Ibid., p. 67. 

6 Firman, Casandra, "On Families, Foster Care, and the Prawning Industry. 
Family Resource Coalition Report (1993) 2: 9. 

7 Ibid., p. 10. 

8 Ibid., p. 11. 
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